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Abstract: The agent based approach is a well established methodology to model distributed
intelligent systems. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are increasingly employed in applications
dealing with safety and information critical tasks (e.g., in eHealth, financial, and energy domains).
Therefore, transparency and the trustworthiness of the agents and their behaviors must be enforced.
For example, employing reputation based mechanisms can promote the development of trust.
Nevertheless, besides recent early stage studies, the existing methods and systems are still unable
to guarantee the desired accountability and transparency adequately. In line with the recent trends,
we advocate that combining blockchain technology (BCT) and MAS can achieve the distribution of the
trust, removing the need for trusted third parties (TTP), potential single points of failure. This paper
elaborates on the notions of trust, BCT, MAS, and their integration. Furthermore, to attain a trusted
environment, this manuscript details the design and implementation of a system reconciling MAS
(based on the Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE)) and BTC (based on Hyperledger Fabric).
In particular, the agents’ interactions, computation, tracking the reputation, and possible policies
for disagreement-management are implemented via smart contracts and stored on an immutable
distributed ledger. The results obtained by the presented system and similar solutions are also
discussed. Finally, ethical implications (i.e., opportunities and challenges) are elaborated before
concluding the paper.
Keywords: blockchain; multi-agent systems; trust; reputation; ethics

1. Introduction
In the last decade, the dependency of our society on decentralized intelligent systems has
dramatically escalated. Everyday items such as smartphones, wearables, vehicles, and household
appliances, increasing their computation and communication capabilities, have changed habits and
customs in contemporary society. In domains such as e-health, assisted living [1], telerehabilitation [2],
manufacturing [3], zero-energy buildings, near-zero automotive fatalities [4], and ubiquitous
computing, enforcing trusted collaborations and/or competition among (possibly heterogeneous)
decentralized systems is an impending need [5].
In many cases, these decentralized systems and their interactions bear a certain resemblance
to human dynamics, including the degree of autonomy in decisions and particular goals, as well
as the capability to establish negotiation and collaboration among them. Therefore, some of the
most employed design patterns for modeling and implementing these types of systems rely on agent
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oriented approaches [6]. Instances of such approaches are multi-agent systems (MAS) [7] that recently
gained a crucial role in the development of decentralized intelligent systems, often exchanging sensitive
data among them [8]. In such a context, accountability and trusted interactions among trustworthy
agents are crucial and entail a considerable number of technical and scientific challenges [9,10].
Although a number of contributions have been made around this topic, several aspects related to
security and trust in MAS are still open challenges [11–13].
Recent works [14–17] have fueled the idea of combining MAS and blockchain technologies
(BCT) [18,19] in order to address some of these issues. In particular, BCT has the potential for enabling
more secure, trusted, accountable, autonomous, and flexible interactions among distributed entities,
removing the need for a centralized trusted third party or a trusted reputation handler. A recent
systematic review [20] provided an extensive description of previous works and relevant attempts for
developing models and technical implementations of BCT powered multi-agent systems. However,
even if these promising results provide potential solutions for trust and security challenges in MAS,
a number of undesired implications also emerge, generating new concerns that need to be addressed.
Contribution
In this paper, we study the implications of pairing MAS and BCT, especially regarding the
establishment of reputation mechanisms among participating agents. In particular, we provide
the design and implementation of a system based both on BCT and MAS, extending our work in [9],
presenting a detailed analysis of potential ethical issues, as well as the advantages and drawbacks of
combining these technologies in different scenarios. The contributions can be summarized as follows:
(i) The design and implementation of a system reconciling existing multi-agent (JADE (Java Agent
DEvelopment Framework) [21]) and blockchain (Hyperledger Fabric [22]) frameworks;
(ii) The study and a development of dynamics enabling the computation of agent reputation through
smart contracts;
(iii) A validation of the system in terms of agent behaviors (autonomous and user-dependent) and
smart contracts (mechanisms coupled with the agent behaviors and in charge of computing and
monitoring the reputation);
(iv) An analysis of the strengths, correctness, drawbacks, challenges, open opportunities, and ethical
implications characterizing current and future applications connecting BCT and MAS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the notions of MAS, BCT, trust,
reputation, and the initial studies bridging MAS and BCT. Section 3 proposes the system’s objectives,
design, and components. Section 4 describes the implementation of the system. Section 5 explores the
interactions and the reputation management. Section 6 analyzes the strengths, correctness, drawbacks,
challenges, and opportunities in bridging MAS and BCT. Section 7 debates the ethical implications
relevant to bridging MAS and BCT. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. State-of-the-Art
2.1. Notions of Multi-Agent Systems
An agent can be rationalized as an autonomous entity observing and actuating the surrounding
environment, possibly interacting with other agents [7]. Intelligent agents are also characterized
by self-developed or induced objectives (driving the agent’s choices to maximize its goals and
performance), an amendable knowledge base, and a set of possible behaviors. Systems composed
of several intelligent agents are also known as multi-agent systems (MAS), generally constituted of
loosely coupled entities interconnected and organized in a collaborative/competitive network [7].
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Agent behaviors are commonly related to knowledge, either private or shared with other agents
via message-passing. The generation of agreements and consensus is crucial in MAS (e.g., voting
systems), which often leverage on reputation, trust, and agent identity. Nevertheless, the possibility
of having undesired behaviors generates minor concerns. Regardless of the distribution, dimension,
and nature of the interactions (e.g., cooperative or competitive), factors such as trust and reliability are
still open challenges heavily affecting the whole agent community [8,12].
2.2. Notions of Blockchain Technology
Blockchain technologies (BCT) rely on a peer-to-peer distributed ledger constituting a shared,
immutable, and transparent append-only register containing all the “(inter)actions” occurring
in a given network. The data (in the form of transactions) are digitally signed, broadcast by
the participants, and grouped into blocks that are chronologically ordered and time stamped.
Such transactions are secured by cryptographic primitives (e.g., hash function, digital signature,
and encryption [23]). The content of the block is hashed, forming a unique block identifier stored in the
subsequent block. The result of the hash function is deterministic and cannot be reversed. It is possible
to verify if the content of the block has been modified by hashing again the content of the given block
and comparing it with the identifier of the subsequent one. Every participant maintains a replica of
the blockchain. Such a decentralized approach eliminates the need for a centralized trusted entity to
manage the registry. BCT can execute arbitrary tasks, typically called smart contracts or chaincode
logic, which are simply sets of rules written in a domain specific or a general purpose programming
language [24]. A consensus protocol is required to add a new block to the ledger [25]. Based on
who can access the data stored on the ledger and participate in the consensus, one can distinguish
between private and public, as well as permissioned, permissionless, and hybrid BCT implementations.
Depending on the chosen framework, there exist different approaches to manage the identity of the
participants and their rights/duties in the consensus mechanisms.
On the one hand, in a permissionless “public” blockchain (e.g., Bitcoin [23] and Ethereum [26]),
anybody can join and “write” shared states. Moreover, anybody can participate in the consensus
process for determining the “validity” of a state. Permissionless blockchains are coupled with
cryptocurrencies and their consensus protocols (e.g., proof-of-work (PoW)). The PoW consensus
protocol was introduced in [23], in the framework of the first application of blockchain technology
for Bitcoin cryptocurrency management. PoW relies on “mining”, i.e., a process looking for a nonce,
a random number stored in every block, so that the resulting hash of a new valid block satisfies given
requirements. The difficulty threshold for finding the nonce is due to the characterization of the mining
parameters. Moreover, the latter determines the average number of hashes needed to mine one block
(also impacting at the energy demand level, which sometimes is unjustifiably high [27]). The security,
scalability, and overall throughput of existing PoW based blockchains strongly depend on the number
of transactions. For example, in order to ensure certain security guarantees of a PoW based blockchain,
the maximum number of transactions per second has to be 60 [28].
In permissioned blockchains, the identities of the nodes, controlling and updating the shared
state, are known. Even in the eventuality of nodes’ failures, collusion, or malicious behaviors,
an agreement can be reached. In the context of permissioned BCT, an overview of consensus protocols
employed in different blockchain implementations (e.g., Hyperledger Fabric, Tendermint, R3 Corda,
and MultiChain) was proposed by Cachin et al. [25].
Exploiting the properties of Keyless Signatures Infrastructure (KSI) is another approach to
constructing an immutable ledger [29]. KSI is a distributed system to provide time stamped and
server supported digital signature services. The KSI based ledger (e.g., Guardtime) employs the
chain resistance property of the hash functions to verify the data integrity via the hash-chain [30].
The maintenance of the KSI based ledger is restricted to only a handful of nodes. Thus, there is no need
for PoW, and the transaction throughput is high. However, the major drawbacks of such an approach
are limited decentralization and trust-dependency on the maintainers of the ledger.
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2.3. Notions of Trust and Reputation
Within a community characterized by agents (or entities in general) with various and
heterogeneous (possibly overlapping) policies, capabilities, and roles, the interactions might depend
om multiple factors such as cost functions, properties, and other values evolving over time.
A reasonable assumption is to have agents with a bounded rationale. Therefore, aiming at maximizing
their expected utility, agents can only rely on the information (possibly partial) they have [31]. The trust
factor can minimize the effects of the uncertainty on the decision-making process.
According to Ramchurn et al. [12], interactions among agents can be characterized by
(i) interaction mechanisms, (ii) who can take part in a given interaction, and (iii) when a given
interaction can take place. To reduce the above mentioned risks, simplify the decision-making process,
and enable autonomous interactions (in terms of “who” and “when”), it is necessary to introduce
a factor/knowledge (possibly sufficient) to classify any agent’s reliability.
Reliability, trust, and reputation have played a key role in MAS since the beginning (e.g., to revise
conflicting beliefs and choose among opinions received from different information sources [32–35]).
According to Ramchurn et al. [12], trust can be formally defined as “a belief an agent has that the other
party will do what it says it will (being honest and reliable) or reciprocate (being reciprocative for the
common good of both), given an opportunity to defect to get higher payoffs”.
A means to establish trusted interactions is to implement reputation based mechanisms.
An agent’s reputation is usually computed taking into account previous behaviors, and it can be
used to infer about possible future ones. Therefore, in case an agent needs to demand crucial/relevant
information, the reputation can heavily impact on the decision-making process. Moreover, there is still
the need to guarantee that it is properly managed (e.g., to provide an honest and verifiable way to
compute it, to ensure that its historical values are tamper proof, and to make available an updated
reputation value).
2.4. Combining MAS and BCT
Although recent studies showed advances on combining MAS and BCT, especially regarding
theoretical contributions, there is still a need for practical, scalable, and privacy preserving system
solutions [20]. According to the systematic literature research conducted by Calvaresi et al. [20],
scientific contributions binding MAS and BCT started to appear in 2015. Among the main scenarios
targeted by such technological synergy, we can mention collaborative governance (e.g., energy
trading [14], legal accountability [36], and conflict resolution in business collaboration [16]),
big data management (e.g., distributed-data anonymization [15]), coordination (e.g., swarm
robotics [37], distributed AI [17], and coordination in IoT [38,39]), and trust, data integrity,
and reputation management (e.g., reputation in P2P clusters [40], identity assurance [41],
eCommerce [42], and supply chain [43]).
The identified drivers of combining BCT and MAS are mostly scenario dependent.
However, commonly addressed aspects that span across different use-cases include accountability,
transparency, and trust; for example, (i) establishing accountability, traceability, and transparency in
tuple based coordination [38], (ii) coping with identification and trust [16,41,43,44], and (iii) seeking
for a simplified solution for distributed master-less reputation management [40].
Even though the majority of the scientific contributions proposing to merge MAS and BCT are
still at a theoretical stage, several pioneers can be acknowledged for the advancements in technical
implementations. Missing a reconciling platform/framework, all the approaches leverage integrating
existing technologies realizing holistic systems. Kvaternik et al. [14] proposed to conduct full and
partial energy trades employing a decentralized computation fabric based on Ethereum, with onand off-chain data management approaches. In the context of multi-level scoring systems for P2P
clusters and untrusted agents, Kiyomoto et al. [40] employed BigchainDB (combining the properties of
decentralized processing platforms (i.e., Ethereum) and a decentralized file system (i.e., IPFS)) [45],
supporting “selfish” and self-oriented strategies. In [42], the authors modeled the interactions between
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supply-demand agents with ADI (anima-desire-intention) and six dimensions (physiology, belief,
character, knowledge, experience, and context). Other aspects related to agreement among agents
include fault tolerant consensus in MAS based blockchain systems [46].
3. Design of a MAS and BCT Based Architecture
Combining BCT and MAS requires structural and functional analysis, especially when considering
the need for a platform implementation applicable in different scenarios. In order to fill this gap and to
study the potential of using BCT and MAS for different types of applications, we elaborated a fully
decentralized agent based design of a blockchain enabled system. The objectives of the design and
implementation of such a system can be summarized as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

identification and selection of the MAS functionalities to be integrated with or replaced by BCT;
system design and implementation, including components’ integration and analysis;
test and evaluation of the system behaviors; and
critical discussion and evaluation.

From a strategic view point, in this system, we conceptually (and implementation-wise) associated
the agents with the peers of a permissioned private blockchain. Such a choice was based on the
assumption that the MAS required that the authenticity of data be ensured and that an agent may
need to manage some sensitive information. As described further in the paper, Hyperledger Fabric
(v1.0) [47] was employed as a permissioned BCT component due to its maturity (development and
documentation) and its open-source availability.
Moreover, assuming that the agents can (possibly) manifest malicious behaviors, the agent’s
reputation was used as a discriminating factor to operate in the community (e.g., if the agent’s
reputation goes below a given threshold, it can be expelled from the community). For the
implementation of the multi-agent environment, JADE was chosen as the MAS framework, given its
compliance with the FIPA (http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00023/) standard and its simplicity in
creating and handling agents [21].
In the dynamics of the agent community, JADE (MAS) and Hyperledger Fabric (BCT) are already
coupled from the moment when an agent joins the network, for management of the agents’ identities.
To be able to interact with each other and operate on the ledger, the agents need to register and obtain
the credentials. Therefore, two main classes of agents are:
BC-A:
CA-A:

A regular agent operating in a given community, in which all the interactions are recorded on
the blockchain;
An agent handling the registration in a given agent community. In particular, the CA-A is in
charge of interacting with the certification authority (CA) component of Fabric; the CA-A also
offers the possibility of encoding rules and conditions for the enrollment. In the settings of
multiple CAs, available in more recent versions of Hyperledger Fabric, similar multi-signature
approaches can be employed to manage multiple CA-As.

Figure 1 shows the conceptual design of the system, characterizing the components and
their functionalities.
Although having different functions, both CA-A and BC-A have the same structure (see Figure 1).
Each agent is composed of the following components:
•
•
•
•
•

Core: the agent instance, in this case implemented in JADE.
View: the functionality and user interface details.
Behavior: the set of possible actions.
Model: the adapter to operate on the underlying BCT.
Controller: the component connecting the view and model.
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The BCT components are:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Certification authority (CA): an entity providing valid identities and certificates for the members
of the blockchain network.
Membership service: an entity that identifies CA(s) trusted to define the members of the network.
An MScan identify specific roles an actor might play either within the scope of the network and
sets the basis for defining access privileges [48].
Ledger: the immutable, sequenced, tamper resistant register that records all the transactions and
the database state.
Chaincode: a program (also known as a smart contract) that is developed to interact with
the ledger.
Invoke: the APIs called when the invoke transaction is received, in this case from the agents,
to process new transaction proposals.
Assets: a collection of key-value pairs recorded as transactions in the ledger and the
respective functions.

CA-A

Membership Service

Issue Certificate
Verify Credentials
View

Core

Behavior Controller Model

Register Agent
Add Service
Add Interaction
Edit Agent
Edit Service
Delete Agent
Delete Service
Update Reputation

BC-A

Issue Valid Identities
Identify Roles
Manage CRL

Certification
Authorities

Chaincode Invoke

Assets Ledger

Register Agent
Add Service
Register Interaction
Map Agent-Service
Edit Agent
Edit Service
Delete Agent
Delete Servie
Update Reputation
Create Activity

Figure 1. Conceptual design of the system components [9].

4. System Implementation
The implementation of the architecture described above constitutes a concrete example of
how BCT and MAS can be implemented using currently available technologies. In particular,
this implementation enhances and extends the seminal system proposed in [10]. Figure 2 schematizes
the dynamics among the main components (i.e., agents, membership service, orderer, and peers
running the ledger) characterizing the developed system. In this implementation, every agent (BC − Ai )
hosts a peer that maintains the ledger and executes the chaincode. Nevertheless, it is possible to
decouple agents and peers (distributing them over the network) updating the configuration files.
The ledger stores (i) the information about the service(s) provided by the agents (in the form of
a tuple: {agent; service(s); additional info}), (ii) the information about the interactions that took place
in the community, and (iii) the related evaluation from both the service’s requester and executor.
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It is worth recalling that in Hyperledger Fabric v1.0, the ledger consists of two distinct, though
related, components: (i) the world state database (to maintain the current state of a set of ledger states)
and (ii) the blockchain, the immutable sequence of blocks (containing a set of ordered transactions).
At the development time, two distinct technologies were available to implement the world state
database: CouchDB and LevelDB (used in the presented solution). CouchDB allows “richQueries”
but cannot prevent “phantom reads”. Although LevelDB does not offer the possibility to perform
“richQueries” directly, it has a relational data model, supports SQL queries, and provides support for
the indexing; it is not affected by “phantom reads” and can overcome the mentioned limitation by
using composite keys as indices. Thus, the relational mapping was handcrafted. Figure 3 shows the
representation of the system’s elements in the DB.

2

register &
enroll BC-Agent

3

release eCert

Ledger

ms.example.org

CA-A1

4 get eCert

1 request eCert

peer0.org1.example.org

Ledger

peer1.org1.example.org

7
5

invoke
request
transaction
proposal

invoke

8 commit
orderer.example.org
Ledger

BC-A*

peer2.org1.example.org

6

endorsement response

Figure 2. Design and interactions among the system components [10].

ServiceAgentAssociation
IdServiceAgentAssociation
0..n IdService
0..n
IdAgent
Cost
Time
1
Service
IdService
Name
Description
Cost
Time
...
1

Reputation
IdReputation
1 0..n IdService
IdAgent
AgentRole
Value

0..n

1
Agent
IdAgent
1
Name
Address
...
1

Interaction
IdInteraction
IdWritierAgent
0..n IdDemanderAgent 0..n
IdExecutorAgent
IdExecutedService
TimeStamp
Value

Figure 3. Relational schema of the implementation on LevelDB [9].

LevelDB saves the tables in JSON format. Listing 1 shows the implementation in GO https:
//golang.org/ of the reputation table.
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Listing 1. Reputation structure in the ledger.
type Reputation struct {
ReputationId string `json:"ReputationId"`
AgentId
string `json:"AgentId"`
ServiceId string `json:"ServiceId"`
AgentRole string `json:"AgentRole"`
Value
string `json:"Value"`
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

To allow the Level-DB world state to execute complex queries, we created a composite keys-indices
mechanism. In particular, if an agent is offering a given service for the first time, the mechanism is
triggered during its publication (assigning a “fair” starting value of 6/10). If an agent is demanding
a given service for the first time, such a mechanism occurs after the creation of the record interaction.
In the developed system, the composite key is characterized by agentId-serviceId-agentRolereputationId; this key is the pointer to a given value (address: reputationId) in the DB. This
enables execution of the queries such as “SELECT Agent(s) WHERE (...)” (partial-key queries).
Moreover, if more complex queries are necessary, the system executes partial keys and simple queries
in cascade. Such an index is not required to be associated with a value. Hence, the queried values
can be extracted from the composite index itself.
When creating the composite keys-indices, the agent role (requester/executor) is checked first.
Then, the previous (or initial) value of its reputation is accessed. Finally, given the evaluation of
an interaction, the agent reputation is updated accordingly (see Listing 2).
Listing 2. Reputation composite keys-indices’ creation.
func CreateAgentServiceRoleIndex(reputation *Reputation, stub
shim.ChaincodeStubInterface) (agentServiceRoleIndex string, err error){
indexName := "agent~service~agentRole~reputation"
agentServiceRoleIndex, err = stub.CreateCompositeKey(indexName,
[]string{reputation.AgentId, reputation.ServiceId,
reputation.AgentRole, reputation.ReputationId})
if err != nil {return agentServiceRoleIndex, err}
return agentServiceRoleIndex, nil}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

In JADE, the entity connecting an agent and a service(s) offered by the agent is called the directory
facilitator (DF) (http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00023/). This entity and the respective functions are
replaced by the employment of dedicated smart contracts in Hyperledger Fabric. This design choice
enables:
•
•
•
•

avoiding a single point of failure (if the DF is unique in the community),
reducing the response time when inquired by regular agents,
improving accessibility and transparency,
ensuring immutability and traceability.

GUI
The agents’ behaviors are both automated and manual (actions and choices are delegated to
the user). To interact with the agents manually, and therefore with the blockchain, there is the classic
command line interface and a customizable graphical interface. Figure 4 shows the interface that
enables to create and register the agents (needed to test the platform). Figure 5 presents the interface to
manage such agents (e.g., enabling, disabling, and eliminating agents).
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Figure 4. View to add the agents.

Figure 5. View to manage the agents.

Figure 6 shows the interface that enables adding and modifying the services offered by a given
agent. To require a service execution, we provide the interface depicted in Figure 7. A pre-filtering
and sorting can be applied by selecting the optional features (e.g., cost, time, and reputation).
Finally, an interface developed to accept or reject requests, to communicate with other agents,
and negotiate the interface to compose and manage the messages is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6. View to add services to the agent.
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Figure 7. View to search and ask for a service.

Figure 8. View to reply and send messages.

5. Interactions and Reputation Management
This section discusses how agents’ behavior and reliability were interpreted using the transparent
reputation management implemented in our system. First, it presents agent’s possible behavior trends.
Second, it discusses how they can be interpreted based on the agent’s role (requester or executor
of a service). Finally, it discusses the cases of missing evaluations and their potential impact on the
agents’ reputations.
The current mechanisms, implementing the computation and monitoring of the agents’ reputation,
can be extended and combined with monitoring of the service evolution over time (e.g., costs, offered
performance, and availability) to enable and enhance the counter-measures in case of speculations or
selfish/malicious behaviors. Therefore, we decided to associate the concept of reputation with every
agent per service, as an evaluator in the role of demander and/or executor. Such a decision was also
strengthened by the assumption that the agents might have different skills, thus executing diverse
services with diverse qualities. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that an agent can be able to only
evaluate a given service, but not to provide it.
Thus, the implemented architecture provides:
•
•

an overall reputation value rating the general (average) agent’s reputation;
a task specific value of a given service and role (demander/executor).

Once an agent is registered, it can require and/or provide some services. The reputation is initially
set to a default value. Assuming direct interactions (e.g., CNETbased), both agents (demander and
executor) must be able to evaluate the output of the interaction at its completion.
When both evaluations are provided, a smart contract is triggered, and the executor is notified
with the evaluation provided by the demander. If this evaluation is significantly different from the
one provided by the executor and the latter accepts to revise it accordingly, the new reputation value is
computed and the ledger updated (Figure 9a). Otherwise, if the difference between the evaluation
passes a given threshold, a disagreement resolution process is started (Figure 9b).
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BCT

EX

DM

Service Negotiation

evaluation(EX)

≄

done + evaluation

evaluation(DM)

done
evaluation

revise evaluation?
revise evaluation?
ok - revise

no
Disagreement resolution policy

(a)

(b)
EX = Executor; DM = Demander

Figure 9. Evaluation management via BCT [9]. (a) computed and the ledger updated, (b) disagreement
resolution process is started.

Disagreements and conflicts can happen due to the autonomy and heterogeneity of the MAS
components, as well as due to possible malicious behaviors. A considerable number of scientific
contributions cope with conflict resolution in MAS frameworks [49–51]. Different approaches can be
employed based on the particular scenarios of using MAS, the model of expected behavior, and the
outcomes of individual agents. Currently, in our system, we considered the two following scenarios:
•
•

agreement on a specific value (with a minor variance),
disagreement (the evaluations of demander and executor have a misalignment greater
than a customizable threshold).

In the case of disagreement, we employed the simple approach that consisted of the following
steps: (i) proposing the agents to revise the evaluations (enables identifying unintentional mistakes)
and (ii) consulting another agent with a higher reputation. One has to notice that it is possible to
employ other existing approaches and policies for disagreement resolution.
To handle the disagreement resolution, the system provides APIs at the agent level (JADE).
By doing so, it is possible to trigger several investigations upon the disagreeing values. From the
smart contracts side, the function is deployed to support the investigations by checking the evolution
(over time) of the reputations of both demander and executor. It enables the detection of the behavior
patterns that can lead to malicious trends, systematic errors, or just to a single fault.
Figure 10 shows basic reputation trends that can be used to characterize the agent’s behavior.
We assumed that at the moment of the registration, every agent gets a “fair” reputation value of six
out of 10. Implementing several dynamics and varying the nature of the agents’ behaviors, we were
able to identify three simple types of trends (see Figure 10).
Figure 10A corresponds to the case when the reputation remains constant. Such behavior can occur
if (i) the agent’s performance is stable or (ii) there was no activity (i.e., no service requested or provided
or the agent was off-line). Figure 10B depicts the case when the reputation values are increasing and
approaching the maximum reputation value threshold (10 in our simplified example). In Figure 10C,
the reputation of the agent decreases, approaching the lower bound threshold. The latter, combined
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with the inclination of the curve, can be used when making the decision of excluding the agent from
the community.
While Figure 10 shows only the behavioral trends, the actual reputation may be a composition of
these trends, as presented above. Figure 11 shows a possible scenario, where each point of the graph
corresponds to the punctual reputation value based on the evaluations provided by both demander
and executor concerning a given interaction. Evaluation methods and the quality of the performance
offered by the agents can present considerable variability, which is reflected in the fluctuations of the
agents’ reputations.
9

A
B
C

Reputation value

8
7
6
5
4
3
0

50

100

150

200

Time (s)
Figure 10. Basic reputation trends.

A
7

6

5

4
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Time (s)
Figure 11. Composite reputation trends.

The behavioral trends can be interpreted based on the agent’s role. Table 1 summarizes the
possible interpretations for the executor (Exe) and demander (Dem) for every trend identified and
discussed above. For instance, if the reputation value of the executor grows over time, this agent
can be seen as a reliable service provider, constantly improving the quality of its service. However, in
the case of the composition of the trends, the interpretation may not be straightforward. Yet, outliers
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perturbing the reputation’s trend can be used to detect malicious behavior, a single mistake of the
service provider, or unintentionally made errors when providing evaluations.
Table 1. Possible interpretations of the identified reputation trends. Exe, executor; Dem, demander.
Figure 10A

Figure 10B

Figure 10C

Figure 11A

Exe

Stable

Bad evaluators(s),
Performance in decline

Good Executor

Unpredictable,
Time limited problem

Dem

Stable

Bad executor(s)
Possible malicious intentions

Good evaluator

Honest mistake,
Single bad action

The relevance of the trend also relies on the time (for how long a given value is maintained) and on
the number of evaluations (number of interactions and evaluations occurring). The combination of the
slope of a curve with the number of points also plays an important role. These data can be used to
detect agent’s intentions, unintentional mistakes in evaluation, as well as the inactivity of an agent.
Currently, we are analyzing potential corner cases that can occur when our system is in use.
These include a missing evaluation from a demander (currently, there is no mechanism to enforce the
demander to provide an evaluation), an executor (it can be off-line, and therefore, the evaluation will
never be provided), or both. We are also investigating the possibility to put timing constraints for
providing evaluations, in particular, for the executor. Introduced in a smart contract, such constraints
can enable identification of the situations when the deadline of the execution of the service is missed
and the need to update the reputation accordingly.
6. Discussion
Combining existing technologies might unveil their hidden potentials or the need for
the development of new reconciling technologies enabling a real brake-through in new
(or not-yet-considered) application domains. Nevertheless, many questions arise, especially concerning
how and when both functional and non-functional requirements can be met. The emergence of BCT
and its integration in/with MAS demands clear comprehension and formalization of the impact
and implications.
Summarizing the evidence from the current state-of-the-art and the presented solution, Section 6.1
elaborates on the strengths, Section 6.2 discusses the correctness and meaningfulness of binding MAS
and BCT, Section 6.3 argues about the drawbacks, and finally, Section 6.4 presents the still open
challenges and opportunities.
6.1. Strengths of Binding BCT and MAS
Business collaborations demanding for high reliability, shared, trusted, privacy preserving,
immutable data repositories, and smart contracts’ execution are already benefiting from the simple
employment of BCT [52]. However, to broaden the spectrum of advantages and possibilities,
coupling BCT based systems with MAS paves the way to brand new possibilities, e.g., by simplifying
the distributed governance of groups of people. It may also help enhance the dynamicity of the
interactions, henceforth lowering the transaction costs, for reaching an agreement, still complying
with standardized rules [53]). MAS are characterized by entities driven to maximize their own
cost function. Thus, malicious or unwanted behaviors may arise. Tracking the interactions of
intelligent agents on an immutable registry can prevent situations where two or more parties
make conflicting claims about specific transactions (e.g., whether a payment or a service has been
performed). Hence, in the developed system, the disagreement resolution policy allows spotting and
disambiguating misalignment concerning a service execution, while keeping immutable track of the
time of that occurrence (possibly being malicious or an honest mistake).
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6.2. Correctness in Binding BCT and MAS
Considering that the need for binding BCT and MAS can be questionable, also the correctness of
the existing/proposed solutions has to be evaluated. For example, using BCT as a service enabling
the data owner to track how his/her anonymized data are shared (e.g., in [44]) can be questionable.
From one hand, while by law (EC Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC; Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act), once the data are properly anonymized (excluding any possibility of
de-identification), the data do not belong anymore to the “data owner”, henceforth, BCT can introduce
unnecessary burden for the system. On the other hand, blockchain technology can be used in order
to track the data that have been released in anonymized form, including the anonymity level of the
data (but not necessarily keeping all the data, only some metadata). This may be employed as an input
to compute the risk of being re-identified if more (anonymized) data about the data owner are released.
One can argue that keeping track of all the transactions can put the anonymization at risk. However,
recording of all the transactions can be used to compute the risk and prevent the violation of the
data owner’s privacy [54].
Taking into account dependency on the application domain, assessing or justifying the correctness
of a given implementation is challenging, in particular given that many prototypes (like the one
presented in this paper) are still not fully tailored on/committed to a given practical application.
Nevertheless, even at a proof of concept or a demonstrator stage, some considerations can be made.
For example, claims such as follows can be misleading: “one of the benefits of our approach is that no
central server managed by a trusted third party (TTP) is required; therefore, the cost of deployment
of such system can be reduced as there is no need to maintain the TTP” [44]. Kiyomoto et al. [44]
used Hyperledger Fabric (implementation of the private blockchain technology), which requires
membership service and certification authority for registering users and distributing the credentials
(public/private keys). While both entities can be decentralized to avoid a single point of trust
(and therefore, a single point of failure), deployment of such decentralized versions can require
even more efforts and costs than the maintenance of a centralized TTP.
6.3. Drawbacks of Binding BCT and MAS
On the one hand, some limitations (e.g., lack of feasibility) can be directly connected to a given
technology. For instance, this was the case when Kvaternik et al. [14] developed their proposed
solution relying on Solidity (https://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/develop/, a language for creating
smart contracts on the Ethereum platform), which did not provide floating-point data types yet.
On the other hand, some limitations follow from the new (un)desired capabilities granted by the
solutions reconciling MAS and BCT (e.g., having immutable ledgers implies storing (machine readable
and agent executable) contracts and obligations, which, to this extent, increase the overall complexity of
the system). Moreover, concerning both the solution presented in this paper and already existing ones,
a framework supporting migration from a smart towards a self-aware contract (contracts aware of their
internal/external contextual state and progress and able to reason about their behavior while being
a law artifact [36]) is still missing. Finally, although merging MAS and BCT is promising and strategic,
some existing strengths typical of a given technology might disappear. For example, in the presented
solution, while features such as identity management, persistence, and tamper-proof mechanisms
gained great benefit, the scalability property (typical of MAS) is hampered by the constraints imposed
by the available implementation of Hyperledger Fabric.
6.4. Challenges and Opportunities in Binding BCT and MAS
The design and implementation proposed in this paper make a step forward towards the synergy
between MAS and BCT. Nevertheless, employing existing technological frameworks/architectures,
there is a lack of instruments required for seamless integration of the two philosophies, e.g., in the case
of using public permissionless BCT implementations, there is a need to improve the nodes’/agents’
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anonymity. In both collaborative and competitive behaviors, trust and accountability are crucial.
The system proposed in this study relies on reputation management to foster transparency and
traceability (henceforth trust). Even if the results regarding feasibility and performance are promising,
it is still challenging to develop commercial software, so as to satisfy real-world requirements.
Hence, although plugging BCT “as-is” into a MAS can help to cope with privacy and identity issues,
it is not yet a sustainable and definitive solution.
Permissioned BCT can be used to enforce role based access control and enable the management
of privacy policy. Using off-chain cryptographic primitives, secure multi-party computations,
and anonymous communications (e.g., onion routing) can further support anonymity and privacy
requirements. However, particularly pronounced in the case of permissioned BCT, the lack of scalability
weakens their adoption in MAS. Therefore, in the envisioned future, reconciling technology, addressing
such an issue is of high priority.
When user anonymity is desired, elimination of the risks of de-identification of the users
is challenging (due to the possibility of tracking and linking the transactions to a user).
Therefore, non-discriminative and privacy preserving MAS based and BCT equipped systems for
trading are still missing. Thus, developing new economic models and the formalization of threat and
security models are required.
This work, aligned with the current state-of-the-art, underlines the following open challenges:
(i) to create legal foundations for BCT in distributed intelligent domains; (ii) to enable the verification
(and correctness) of the chaincode/smart contracts; (iii) to prevent colluding and malicious behaviors
(e.g., creation of mining pools); (iv) to develop mechanisms ensuring privacy and anonymity when
necessary; (xv) to facilitate the development and adoption of the new BCT; (vi) to merge the
management of certification authorities and membership service (among MAS and BCT); (vii) to
address the scalability issues of BCT; (viii) to define which types and data have to be on-/off-chain
(depending on the scenario); and (ix) to ensure the reliability of the mechanisms binding MAS and BCT.
Merging MAS and BCT represents a great potential, opening a broad set of new challenges.
However, employing BCT is not always necessary and justified. Hence, the indiscriminate use of BCT
may only over-complicate the system [55]. Once the need for BCT is ensured, coping with the early
stage related issues becomes mandatory. Norta et al. [36] recently proposed a language for self-aware
contracts (SAC). It is a static and declarative approach relying on obligations. Nevertheless, relating
declarative and imperative programming in smart contracts is still an open challenge.
7. Ethical Implications of Binding MAS and BCT in Real-World Scenarios
The binding of BCT with MAS in real-world scenarios opens precise ethical opportunities and
related challenges. The potential contradictions between BCT and GDPR requirements and between
BCT and environmental sustainability exceed the scope of this article. Therefore, this section focuses
on the ethical implications of the empowerment promised by the combination of BCT and MAS.
At first glance, the primary societal promise of the system presented in this paper (embedding BCT
within an MAS) offers a new perspective of individual empowerment. Indeed, the improvement in
transparency and security brought by BCT makes trusted third parties (TTP) unnecessary in two ways:
(i) TTP are not required any longer to ensure the historical value of the data of the transactions, and
(ii) given the smart contract technologies, the need for TTP is also excluded from the agreements’
stipulation among the users. Such a condition significantly extends the contractual freedom of single
users, whose, at the moment, interactions with unavoidable TTP (e.g., platforms such as Airbnb
and Uber) are far from being egalitarian. For example, in the context of legal disputes, open access
to a secured history of the transactions turns out to be crucial for individuals, particularly relevant
in MAS, where negotiations are numerous, fast, and complex. Thanks to the use of BCT in MAS,
the informational and executive asymmetry that underpins the business model of many platforms
comes here to an end.
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BCT eradicates the monopoly on the information and ensures a certain degree of equality in
control of the contracts’ implementation. Nevertheless, such features offered by BCT are conditions
“necessary” but not “satisfactory” to fully meet the collective empowerment of users. Indeed, two limits
to the above empowerment strategy can be mentioned: (i) How should a user know that another would
be ready to pass a contract with the need for a reminder (e.g., a virtual assistant)? An intermediary
might still be needed to match supply and demand. Thus, the end of informational asymmetries
and monopolies cannot be expected only from BCT. Possible inequalities can be overcome once users
(people or agents) have achieved an agreement. (ii) Although smart contract based technologies
prevent malicious and erroneous agreements’ implementations, they do not eliminate the risks of
mistakes. Indeed, users are demanding that the decisions involving them or made on their behalf
(as a contracting party) have to be explainable. Henceforth, transparency without explainability
is no longer acceptable [56,57]. Summarizing, the benefits of binding BCT and MAS in terms of
empowerment are both significant and uncertain.
The first challenge related to the “empowerment promise” of BCTs in MAS is to implement them
in a way that the (secure and available) information could be effectively used by a single individual
(person or agent) who is not supported by an army of lawyers and data scientists.
The second challenge is associated with the hope of removing the need for intermediaries,
especially centralized ones. In particular, through the use of smart contracts, the liability system
between contracting parties can be adapted accordingly. Such a challenge is not solely related to
BCT, but it also extends to those MAS relying on smart contract technologies, where part of the
implementation of a contract is delegated to agents or AI algorithms in general.
The possible risks connected with such delegation are: (i) bad implementation of a contract
through AI; and (ii) besides no glaring mistake seeming to have occurred, it could be the case that
the terms of a contract leave room for interpretation and do require a new consensus procedure
between the contracting parties. In both cases, there will be no platform liable for possible mistakes.
Moreover, the concerns about considering the two contractual parties liable for a delegated decision
arise. Hence, intermediaries will be needed not only to detect mistakes (which would bring us back
to the need for explainability), but also to provide a framework for a dialog between the contracting
parties, if a problem occurs. These scenarios demand that MAS using smart contract technologies must
have internal procedures to evaluate and review a defective AI.
Access to the distributed ledger has another critical ethical impact on the construction of mutual
trust between MAS users (either virtual or humans). As mentioned above, the proposed MAS relies on
the ability of the users to establish mutual trust (achieved via secure reputation building mechanisms).
However, building trust through reputation is not an exclusively strategic issue. Erroneously or
purposefully damaging (or hiding from other contracting parties) the agent or individual reputation is
both an ethical concern and a cost/benefit problem for rational investors. From an ethical perspective,
asserting if BCT actually strengthens the ability of users to trust each other in a rationalized way
requires further observations. Let us first recall what is required to enable reliable reputation
mechanisms. The rationalization of reputation demands for (i) the authenticity of its origin (a user X
knows that a given appreciation of Y has actually been expressed by Z in given circumstances).
It supposes (ii) a more general traceability (X has the proper means to trace both the origin of
a declaration of Z about Y and the corresponding information on transactions between Y and Z) and (iii)
accuracy (X must have good reasons to believe that Y says something correct about Z). Certainly, BCT
supports the satisfaction of (i) and (ii). The public storage of information ensures traceability, while
the authenticity of an assessment is better warranted by the possibility of identifying the contributor
(when using a non-anonymous permissioned BCT, as in the case of the proposed system). Above all,
public storage of information enables each user to see if and about what exactly two people agree or
disagree. In addition, it allows building a two level assessment in an MAS: the evaluation of a given
transaction and a more general assessment of someone’s reputation, resulting in the previous local
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evaluations provided by his/her peers. However, this can raise some privacy concerns: Is it acceptable
that all peer-to-peer interactions are visible for all the participants of the network?
Concerning (iii), does the reputation management advocated in this paper strengthen, in the
absence of guarantees, the overall accuracy of the assessments? In case of a disagreement, or before
contracting, the entities can check the (overall or specific) reputation of the others on the permissioned
blockchain. The particular reputation of someone for a given service is itself evaluated through
his/her more general reputation. A good general reputation of an entity is supposed to certify his/her
reliability. The epistemological principle that underlies the model is that unfair behaviors will be
detected over time and lead to the exclusion of the non-objective member from the group. This premise
is far from being naive. On the one hand, Abramova et al. [58] proposed a study based on Airbnb.
It showed that the impact of a negative review depends on the kind of critique and on the reaction of
the host: “the trust-damaging impact of negative reviews is confirmed only when the object of the
criticism is manageable by the host; moreover, the impact of the confession/apology strategy is nearly
twice as effective as that of denial, both compared to the case when a complaint is left without any
response.” [59]. Summarizing, people read the comments and try to distinguish between fair and
unfair criticisms. On the other hand, Mayzlin et al. [60] and Zervas et al. [61] proved that fraud is not
a big matter in peer-to-peer platforms.
Nevertheless, the “collective wisdom” premise has to be balanced against other recent studies
in social psychology on online rating. In particular, it has been shown that, as stated by Origgi and
Pais, “where the cover of anonymity is removed, users are often reluctant to give negative evaluations,
in particular when they are mildly disappointed. There are various reasons for this: they prefer to avoid
conducts [62]; they fear retaliation [63,64]; they are worried about being sued for libel; or they feel bad
for the seller (in particular after a personal off-line interaction [62]. Besides the under-reporting of
negative review, literature shows a certain number of biased reporting [61]: herding behavior, whereby
prior ratings impacts on the evaluations of subsequent reviewers; self-selection, when consumer who
are a priori more likely to be satisfied with a product or a service are also more likely to buy it and then
review it [65]; strategic manipulation of reviewing, for instance in that users may artificially enhance the
trustworthiness of others when writing reviews because they may be friends [66]”. Hence, if someone
is unfortunate to have a bad rating at the beginning of his/her online career, the management of
reputation, as proposed in the developed system, might create unjust harms. Clearly, although this
matter is not explicitly linked to BCT and MAS, it is unavoidable. Nevertheless, BCT sets things in
stone, raising the responsibility of the system’ designers. For example, no matter at which level (either
MAS, BCT, or both), the designers have to implement the “right to be forgotten”.
8. Conclusions
The system described in this paper addressed the challenge of enforcing trust in MAS by
implementing mechanisms for transparent reputation management via BCT. In particular, the paper
presented the design and development of a system based on JADE and Hyperledger Fabric v1.0.
Our system enforced a trustworthy community by extending the management of the agent identity
to the membership service of Hyperledger Fabric, by distributing the association agent offered
service(s) using the ledger, and by implementing the mechanisms to store immutably and compute
transparently agents’ reputations based on the evaluations of the interactions between the agents.
Use cases with different agents’ behaviors were used to test the proposed system. The results
showed promising directions to undertake. The system appeared robust and reasonably scalable
(limited only by the available Hyperledger Fabric implementation). Moreover, its graphical interface
simplified the interactions, making the testing much faster and easier with respect to a classic
command-line interface and providing the possibility to employ this system in various use-case
scenarios. Extending the interface will enable us to obtain extensive evaluation results for specific
use-case scenarios and interactions.
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The application of relatively new technology, such as BCT, is challenging. The latter is not fully
framed by standards and has not been widely adopted yet. Although the benefits of combining BCT
and MAS are justified and a prototype of the proposed solution was implemented, some technical
limitations persist. For example, elaborating on the findings of the state-of-the-art and the proposed
solution, challenges, such as (i) avoiding a single point(s) of failure of the system by defining
a reasonable mapping between real entities and distributed components of the underlying blockchain
technology (Hyperledger Fabric), (ii) leveraging cryptographic solutions for providing better security
and privacy, (iii) verifying the correctness of the implementation of the smart contract, and (iv) adopting
and adapting the blockchain and agent technology in real-world systems, still need to be addressed.
Finally, we discussed the ethical considerations when combining BCT and MAS in real-world
scenarios. Depending on a specific application area, the immutability property of the ledger and
transparency of reputation management can empower the users of the system and support trustworthy
interactions among them. Yet, at the same time, the users’ privacy can be compromised, and the
framework will fully rely on the smart contract, its logic and implementation, together with possible
(un)intentional malfunction, pawned at the stages of design and implementation of the contracts.
Striving to attain a non-discriminative environment by employing smart contracts, the BCT enabled
MAS would allow one to avoid the intermediaries in conflict resolution, yet underlying the importance
of addressing open questions of software reliability and verification, especially in the BCT environment.
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